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UKRAINIAN 31

I. INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

The purpose of Ukrainian 31 is to further the objectives
suggested for the learning of languages other than English, namely
cultural understanding and effective communication. Ukrainian 30
is a pre-requisite or co-requisite for Ukrainian 31. Rather than
introducing new language concepts, the program in Ukrainian 31

should emphasize a concern for understanding the Ukrainian way of
life as well as the improvement of skills previously acquired.

Although a number of themes are identified for curriculum
development, and a variety of instructional materials are recommended
for implementing these themes, teachers and students are encouraged
to develop other learning activities which they consider to be more
suitable to their interests and needs and more in line with their
facility in the use of Ukrainian. Teachers are encouraged to use
a wide variety of instructional resources which will help the
students attain the objectives of the course. THE USE OF ONE SET
OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS IS NOT RECOMMENDED. The following
learning activities are suggested for consideration:

1 . The use of Ukrainian as a language of every day
communication;

e.g., home, school, church, business and commerce,
recreational sports, politics, science, newspaper
and periodicals.

Studies in the history of Ukraine and of Ukrainians;

e.g., history of Ukraine, Ukrainians in Canada, early
Ukrainian pioneers in Canada, contributions of
Ukrainians in the field of science, etc.

3. Studies in Ukrainian culture, including both its

material and spiritual aspects;

e.g., architecture, crafts, food and cooking,

costumes, art, classical and contemporary music,

dances, folklore, etc.

4. Studies in Ukrainian literature;

e.g., classical, contemporary, emigre', drama,
cinematography, newspaper and periodicals.

5. Leasure reading;

e.g., short stories and novels,





II. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTING UKRAINIAN 31

In order to diversify the program to meet a student population
whose interests, needs and abilities are varied, teachers are encouraged
to use a thematic or modular approach. Since a major aim of the program
is to improve effective communication, it is emphasized that Ukrainian be
used in the learning activities suggested.

The following steps are suggested in attempting to implement
appropriate learning activities:

1. An inventory of the student's interests should be taken.
Subject to the limitations of resources available, a set
of modules can then be developed which is manageable by
both students and teachers.

Whenever feasible, the class should be divided into
interest groups.

It then becomes the responsibility of each group to

develop appropriate learning activities. The teacher
is available for assistance and resource purposes.

Each group activity should last long enough ( a maximum
of six weeks) to allow for adequate coverage of the topic

Finally, the students should be given the opportunity
to report to the rest of the class on their project.
This can be done in the form of panels, discussions,
individual presentations, bulletin board displays,
video-tape productions, and written reports.

III. SUGGESTED CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Encourage the students to organize a Ukrainian Club,
in which some of the following activities may be
included:

a. Use of Ukrainian only - by students and by teacher.

b. Outings to Ukrainian restaurants, museums, stores,

homes, churches, etc.

c. Meetings and exchanges with other Ukrainian groups
for film viewing, discussions, debates, socials, etc,

d. Participation in Ukrainian organizations and
activities within the community.





2. Encourage drama activities.

3. Discuss current events.

4. Set up displays in the school and the community.

Since a creative and flexible approach is desirable, teachers
and students should feel free to utilize fully their talents in order
to make Ukrainian 31 an enjoyable experience.

IV. RECOMMENDED INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES

Instructional materials to implement Ukrainian 31 are included
in the booklet entitled, Resource Materials - A Listing Prepared for
Teachers of Ukrainian as a Second Language (Secondary), 1975.

The following criteria are suggested for the selection of
instructional materials:

1. The materials should be appropriate to the interests
and aptitudes of the students for whom they are
intended. They should be realistic in length in

order to give the learner an adequate "bite" of
language content for a marked move forward in

language acquisition, yet of small enough length
to provide him with confidence for successful
completion.

The materials should encourage an understanding of
and also an appreciation for the language and culture
of the Ukrainian people.

The materials should emphasize local and Canadian
experiences, and should also extend to Ukrainian
culture elsewhere, such as experienced in Ukraine,
United States, Australia, United Kingdom and South
America.

The materials should reflect acceptable linguistic
standards, including current vocabulary and idiomatic
expressions.

5. Both print and non-print materials should be included





EVALUATION

At no time should the student be under pressure to work

for marks only.

The evaluation should be a continuous process involving
discussions between teacher and student concerning his/her progress
towards attaining the objectives proposed for Ukrainian 31.
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I . FOREWORD

The basic purpose of the Curriculum Guide is to help teachers
and administrators implement a program which will facilitate the learning
of Ukrainian for students in the secondary schools of Alberta. By indica-
ting selected language content and expected linguistic and attitudinal
behaviours for each of the three levels of language learning, it is hoped
that school systems; choosing to offer Ukrainian in the junior high grades
may more easily plan a program which can be integrated into a meaningful
series of sequential learning activities. For purposes of this publication,
a level of language learning is defined as the acquisition of a set of be-
haviours which includes knowledge of language content and performance in

terms of linguistic and attitudinal change. Although a level of language
learning may be equated in a general way of "a year" or "years" of learning,
or even "grades", the term as used in the Curriculum Guide, indicates a

student's level of linguistic development rather than his years of study
or grade placement

.

A second language may be introduced in the schools of Alberta in
the junior high school on an elective basis, either as a Group A option or
as a Group B option. When it is offered as a Group B option, it should
conform to the principles underlying this classification as outlined in the
Junior-Senior High School Handbook. The implementation will vary from
school to school dependent upon the human and material resources available
in the school.

However, when a second language is offered as a Group A option,
every effort should be made to have the program integrated with programs
of the senior high school. An Integrated language program is essential if

students are to continue in a second language program. It is recommended
that junior and senior high teachers and administrators meet frequently
to assure an effective program.

LEVEL ONE is defined as an inittiU. learning experience in Ukrai-
nian. Given the conditions under which second language learning is sche-
duled in the secondary schools of Alberta, the following alternatives are
possible at LEVEL ONE:

(a) One Year:

(b) Two Years

Grade 10; i.e. Ukrainian 10

i. Grades 7 and 8

ii. Grades 8 and 9

iii. Grades 7 and 9

(c) Three Years: Grades 7, 8 and 9



Needless to say, however, an initial program in Ukrainian which is

considerably longer than the standard 8,000 minutes usually accorded to the

learning of a second language in one year of senior high school should

enable students to develop a greater understanding of the structure of the

language; it should also enable students to acquire a wide vocabulary and to

use the language with greater facility than those students who are exposed

to language learning during one year of senior high school only.

LEVEL TWO is defined as an <LnteAme.duite. learning experience in Uk-
rainian, which will include the last two years of high school study, i.e.

Ukrainian 20 and 30.

LEVEL THREE then becomes an advanced learning experience in which
students are encouraged to increase their proficiency in Ukrainian. Ukrai-
nian 31 is designed for students at this level.

It should be noted that the language content and expected linguis-
tic and attitudinal behaviours suggested on the following pages are intended
as both terminal and minimal objectives for each of the three levels.

This Curriculum Guide does not advocate one methodology or learning
style. It is hoped that this publication will be of use to all teachers of

Ukrainian regardless of methodological persuasion or choice of teaching mate-
rials or media. For general and specific methodological ideas, the reader is

referred to Resource Materials - A Listing Prepared for Teachers of Ukrainian
as a Second Language (Secondary)

,

Department of Education, Alberta, 1974.
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II. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The long range goals in the study of modern languages are cultu-
ral understanding and effective communication. Achievement of these goals
exclusively in a school setting is unrealistic. The development of cultu-
ral understanding and linguistic proficiency is a complex process involving
a variety of language experiences and exposure to the culture of the people
whose language is being studied. It is desirable, however, that in a school
program some progress be made towards realization of the more specific goals
outlined below.
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A. CULTURAL OBJECTIVES

The student should be able:

1. To understand the values and behaviour patterns of the
people whose language Is being studied.

2. To appreciate the contributions made to civilization
by these people.



B. LINGUISTIC OBJECTIVES

The student should be able:

1. To understand the structure and functioning of the

language being studied.

2. To apply this knowledge to the acquisition of skills
needed:

a. To understand the language when spoken at a normal
speed on a subject within the range of a student's
linguistic experience and areas of interest.

b. To speak the language well enough to communicate
in it within the limitations mentioned above.

c. To read in the target language with direct under-
standing for information and enjoyment.

d. To write with reasonable ease anything he can say
In the language

.



III. SUGGESTED EXPECTATIONS FOR UKRAINIAN AT THE END OF LEVEL ONE

The curricular outline which follows identifies the language
content to which students will be exposed during LEVEL ONE, and it sug-
gests the linguistic and attitudinal behaviours expected of students
at the end of that level of a language learning experience. LEVEL ONE
is considered to be an 4.vuAA.odL experience in learning the Ukrainian
language and it may occur at any grade (s) of the student's career in

the secondary school. The number of years of study required to success-
fully complete LEVEL ONE, however, will vary depending upon many factors
related to language learning. The completion of LEVEL ONE should be
equated with the successful completion of the Ukrainian 10 course.



A. LANGUAGE CONTENT

The phonetic elements, structural concepts, vocabulary and cultural
Items identified below are suggested as language content for a LEVEL ONE
Ukrainian program in the secondary schools of Alberta. The concepts,
unless otherwise indicated, are to be moAtVizd (M), to the point where
students can use them functionally in active oral forms of communication
and to a lesser degree in written forms. Other concepts are to be ?ie.cog-

niztd (R), in listening and reading activities. Recognition content will
be reviewed in later stages of language learning for purposes of mastery.



1 . PHONOLOGY

A student should be familiar with the phonological elements
listed below:

a. All vowel phonemes: % t y, e

and in particular o, a, M

b. All iotated vowels: h, e, 1, K>

c. All vowel diphthongs

ending in vl : ail , eft , Mil , i£5 , oil
,

yii

ending in b: aB, eB, MB, 1b, ob, yB

d. All consonant phonemes and phoneme

clusters with special attention to: x, p, ill,, T, #, n, H

e. All palatalized consonants:

JIJOJIBKa , HHHBKa , CH^B

f. Articulation of double consonants, e.g.

AHHa , 3CMTTH

g. Euphony rules

1 - m, y - b

h. Intonation and rhythm in statements,

questions and commands.



2 . STRUCTURES

The student should demonstrate a knowledge of the following

structural concepts:

a. Nouns

Stem Declen-
sion

!

Gender Number / Case

sing,
(all cases)

Norn. pi.
Ace. pi.

other
plural

used in
plural only

Hard I Feminine

II Masculine
animate

.
inanimate
Neuter

M M R

R

R

R

-J

Soft
Mixed

m. . 1

I

II

III

R R

I,

b. Adjectives

The concepts to be learned with respect to adjectives should

correspond to the knowledge that the students have acquired
regarding nouns.



c. Numerals

1-20
Cardinal Ordinal

Nominative sg. M M

Other singular R M

Nominative pi.

Accusative pi.
M M

Other plural R R
-

d. Pronouns

Type Gender

Number / Case

Norn. sg. Ace. sg.
other
sg.

Norn. pi.
other
pi.

Personal ~\

Possessive 1

Interrogative J

Relative 1

Masc. M M R R R

Fem. M R R R R

Demonstrativej
>

Neut. M R R
._ ._ .. _

R R



e. Verbs

The imnerf ective aspect will be emphasized

Conjugation

1st 2nd

Infinitive M M

Tenses
Present
Past

Future

Imperative
2nd pers. sing.

2nd pers. plur.
The formal-informal distinction must
be mastered

Reflexives

Impersonal expressions

Negation -

use of the particle "He"

Auxiliary verbs + Infinitive

M R

M M
M M

M M

M R

R R

M M

M R
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f. Adverbs

The following list is suggested for LEVEL ONE:

CBOrOflHi Tenep HaBKOJIO

3aETpa nOTlM npaBopyti

B^opa 30BC1M jiiBopyt*

nlcjiH3aBTpa HeMa CyMHO

3paHKy MOKHa BeceJio

BpaHD,i Tpe6a tojiocho

BfleHB cnotiaTKy TMXO

HaABeiilp BMCOKO cnoKliiHO

BBe^opl HJ13BKO flo6pe

BHO^i Haiiio noraHO

BOCeHM 3amo pa3 0M

HaBecHi KyflM no-yKpaiHCBKOMy

B3MMKy TVflM flaJIGKO

BJllTKy fle He^ajreKo

HaflBip TyT 6JIM3BKO

HaAsopi TaM flOCWTB

BflOMa noMaJieHBKy 6araT0

ROROlfly ^acTO MaJTO

TaKOl plflKO 3ai^aJio

Bnepefl pa3 Mawsee

Ha3aA HiKOJIH SaBClflM

pyxe 3aBKflM MOKe

cnpaBfli lHOfll

TaKOJK

TiJIBKH
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g. Prepositions

(i) Genitive: 6es, 61jih, flo, Bifl, nicJin, 3, kojio — (x )

cepefl, RJ\n — (R
)

(ii) Accusative: npo, tjepes , nifl, 3a, Hafl, nepefl — (m )

y, b, Ha -- (R
)

(iii) Instrumental: Haflj nlAf 3> nepefl -- (M)

3a -r (R
)

(iv) Locative: npn, Ha, y, b — (M
)

no -- (R )

h. Conjunctions

1 - VI 1 . .. i

Ta a6o . . . a6o

aJie aHl . . . aHi

6o tIM ... ^K

KOJIM TO ... TO

a Hi ... Hi

TOMy, HO

tIM
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3 . VOCABULARY

Since individual schools and teachers may choose from different
recommended or non-recommended instructional materials, the following prin-

ciples are suggested for selecting vocabulary items.

a. The vocabulary content for LEVEL ONE encompasses:

(i) The lexical items identified under "Structures"

(ii) The vocabulary of the textbook and/or core reference (s)

used,

(iii) Additional vocabulary items suggested by student inte-
rests, abilities and need for communication.

b. It is expected that the student's passive vocabulary for lis-
tening and reading will surpass his active oral and written
vocabulary, but the extent of his vocabulary growth will
depend largely on his ability, interest and willingness to

become actively involved in learning Ukrainian. A variety
of graded materials, both non-print and print, may be used
to expand the student's passive vocabulary.

c. A student should demonstrate knowledge of vocabulary items

which are common to the following themes:

(i) School - greeting and leave taking terms, numbers,
colours, time, classroom articles, calendar dates.

(ii) Friends & Family - relationship terms (most common)
sports, occupations.

(iii) Home - house parts, rooms and furniture, telephone,
leisure items.

(iv) Food - fruits, vegetables, table foods, meal names,
holiday foods.

(v) Clothing - common clothing, seasons, weather (common).

(vi) Health - parts of body, common sicknesses.

(vii) Environment - urban, rural, transportation.

(viii) Dates - common holidays, birthdays, special occasions,
special holiday greetings.
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4 . CULTURE

Ukrainian culture should be an integral and natural part of teaching
Ukrainian but should not take the place of teaching the language. The cul-
tural topics selected should be correlated with the structures and vocabulary
outlined in the previous section of this document. These cultural themes are
suggested as a means of developing the student's proficiency in Ukrainian and

his awareness and appreciation of Ukrainian culture. The sequence and detail
in which the topics are developed will vary with student interest and instruc-
tional materials available in each school.



B. LINGUISTIC AND ATTITUDINAL BEHAVIOURS

Upon completion of LEVEL ONE, it is expected that students will be able

to demonstrate the behaviours indicated in each of the following skills and

attitudes.

1. LISTENING

Discriminate among various phonological differences by:

a. Recognizing sound differences which affect meaning,

e.g., accent changes, case endings, etc.

b. Recognizing differences between assertive, imperative
and interrogative intonation.

Comprehend the spoken language by:

a. Making appropriate non-verbal physical responses, e.g.

nodding movement

.

b. Demonstrating by means of other appropriate responses
an adequate comprehension of orally presented material,
e.g. objective tests, multi-choice questions, true-false
questions.

c. Making verbal responses of increasing complexity.

2. SPEAKING

Express meaningful utterances with reasonably acceptable pronun-
ciation, intonation, rhythm and speed in activities such as:

a. Response to answers with relation to content studied.

b. Development of questions in connection with materials used.

c. Participation in directed conversation with reference to
content materials, e.g. narration, description.

d. Use of mastered structures in real and/or simulated situa-
tions, e.g. skits, games discussions.

e. Attempt at discourse with a variety of Ukrainian speakers,
e.g. greetings, introductions, etc.
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3. READING

Read silently or aloud, with comprehension, printed materials
based on familiar oral work with attention to:

a. Rhythm, intonation, speed.

b. Association of letter to the sound it represents.

c. Recognition in context of a wide range of vocabulary whose
meaning can be inferentially derived.

4. WRITING

Graphically reproduce with reasonable accuracy as to spelling,
punctuation, letter and sound relationships and syntax the
following:

a. Sequentially developed exercises involving changes in numbers,
gender, word order, replacement, possession, negation, inter-
rogation, command, and tense.

b. dictations.

c. Responses to questions based on previously learned materials
and on reading texts.

d. Guided compositions, e.g. answer questions to form narration,

supply dialogue of one person in a conversation, write state-

ment about a familiar object, series of pictures, etc.

5. ATTITUDE

It is expected that students:

a. Will be understanding of and encouraging about others' attempts

to express themselves in Ukrainian and/or other languages.

b. Will be receptive to spoken Ukrainian and make an effort to

listen to the language.

c. Will become increasingly Interested in written forms of the

language, e.g. newspapers, magazines.

d. Will become sufficiently motivated to continue the study of
a language.

e. Will become more appreciative of Ukrainian culture.
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IV SUGGESTED EXPECTATIONS FOR UKRAINIAN AT THE END OF LEVEL TWO

The curricular outline which follows identifies the language
content to which students will be exposed during the -intiAjntdAjOLto. level
of language learning and suggests the linguistic and attitudinal be-
haviours expected of these students at the end of that level. This is

defined as LEVEL TWO. The completion of LEVEL TWO should be equated
with the successful completion of Ukrainian 20 and 30 courses.
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A. LANGUAGE CONTENT

The phonetic elements, structures, vocabulary and cultural Items Identified
below are suggested as language content for a LEVEL TWO Program in Ukrainian in

the secondary schools of Alberta. These concepts provide a practical knowledge
of the language for the purpose of essential communication. The majority of the
concepts identified are to be maAtzAzd (M) to the point where students can use
them functionally in active, oral and written forms of communication. Other con-

cepts are to be iccognizzd (R) for listening and reading purposes.
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1. PHONOLOGY

In addition to the phonological elements acquired in LEVEL ONE,

a student should demonstrate an intensification of the basics with spe-
cial emphasis on:

a. palatalized sibilants: cb, 3B, d;b
, fl3L

b. long palatalized consonants: 36ix»CH

c. unstressed m and e

d. subtle differences in pronunciation in word-

final position: i - 1m

rapHi - rapHift

e. final y or o to be kept short

f. intonation and rhythm in sentences
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2 . STRUCTURE

It is suggested that all structural concepts introduced in

LEVEL ONE be reviewed for mastery in LEVEL TWO. In addition

to the structural concepts identified in LEVEL ONE, a student

should demonstrate mastery, unless otherwise indicated, of

the following:

a. Nouns

i. 2nd declension neuters ending in -fl

e.g. 3613QKH . BOJIOCCfl

ii. 3d declension feminines (R) e.g. ni^, Hitj,

plTJ, MlflB, CTaJIb, KpOB, JIK)60B, pafllCTb, TlHB,

nOflOpOJK, BlCTB, clJIB, CMepTB, BlflnOBlflB

and especially MaTM (M)

iii. 4th declension (R) , and in particular iM'H(M)

iv. diminutives (R)

b. Adjectives

i. distinction between hard and soft-stem

adjectives rapHMM - CHHift

ii. convertibility of some adjectives to ad-

verbs and vice versa e.g. rapHMM -- rapHO

iii. comparison of adjectives

iv. diminutives (R)
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c. Numerals

(i) cardinal and ordinal 21 ~ 1,000,000

(ii) cases other than nominative of numerals

over 20

d. Adverbs

(i) comparison of adverbs

(ii) diminutives (R)

e. Pronouns

(i) reflexive pronoun ce6e in all cases

(ii) indefinite pronouns

xtocb xTo6yflB xTOHe6yflB

mocB w,o6yKh moHe6yflB

(iii) negative pronouns

HlXTO Hillip

(iv) 3d person personal pronouns after prepo-

sitions

ftoro ~->~ flo Hfcoro

II —»- flo Hei

(v) distrinction between cioro, II and CBift, CBOH

e.g.

:

HaTaJiKa 6a*iMTB II (MapllHy) cecTpy.

HaTaJiKa 6a*u<tTB cbok) ( HaTaJmnHy ) cecTpy.
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f. Verbs

(i) aspect - both perfective and imperfective

(ii) verbs of motion

(iii) imperative - 1st person plural

(iv) conditional

611, 6 with past or infinitive (to the extent

of the students' needs and the materials

used)

(v) gerunds (R) tjnTaKWi, 6a^MBlUM

(vi) synthetic future (R) lTHMy, lTHMem

(vii) pluperfect (R) 6yB TOBOpMB

(viii) use of reflexive as passive voice (R)

g. Prepositions

introduce:

Mix + accusative

Mix + instrumental

B /y + genitive

0/06 + locative

no + accusative

h. The list of conjunctions will be expanded according to the

needs arising with the use of conditional clauses.

i. Particles

x, xe, 1 (R)

j. Interjections

Hy, o'i, reft (R)
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k. Phraseology

(i) expressions of time

time when, dates

© + accusative - B (y) HefllJiK)

B + locative - b (y.) 1974 OMy pou,i

time of day

time how long (accusative)

(ii) subordinate clauses

adjectival relative

Xjioneu,B, KOTpirii cmamtb, e mIm 6paT.

adverbial clause

Mm npauroBajm , noKM coHD,e cb1thjio

indirect discourse

BoHa crorraJia MeHe, iim h npnii^y.

requests

H xotjy, m;o6 tm npwftiiiJia.

(iii) "double negative"

HlKOJIIf He

hIxto He

Hl^oro He

1. Orthographical conventions

(i) rules of capitalization

(ii) rules of punctuation, especially the use of the comma

(iii) 3 - C

(iv) 3 - 13 - 3l

(v) the apostrophe
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3. VOCABULARY

The amount of active and passive vocabulary to be retained by each
student is a matter of individual progress. Basic communications should be

emphasized and opportunities should be provided which permit the students to

acquire and use lexical items in a variety of real and interesting situations

items:

The following criteria are suggested for the selection of lexical

Are the words appropriate to the needs and interests of

students?

Do the words permit the student to gain facility for more
effective communication in a variety of real situations?

Do the words selected offer experiences within which students
and teachers can effectively operate?
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4. CULTURE

As in LEVEL I Ukrainian culture should be an integral and natural part

of teaching Ukrainian, but it should not be emphasized at the expense

of language skills. It is suggested that in LEVEL II the students be

exposed to those areas in which Ukrainians have made significant con-

tributions to world culture. The following fields and persons merit

particular consideration:

Literature:

T. Shevchenko, I. Franko, L. Ukralnka,

M. Kotsiubynsky, P. Tychyna, M. Ryl'sky

Music

Art:

D. Bortniansky, M. Lysenko, L. Revutsky,

S . Liudkevych

T. Shevchenko, V. Krychevsky, A. Arkhipenko

Architecture:

Medieval: Kiev - St. Sophia, The Lavra,

Chernihiv

Renaissance and Baroque: Lviv, Kiev, Chernihiv

Modern: Kharkiv, Kiev, Zaporizhzhia; V. Krychevsky

Drama and Cinematography:

L. Ukralnka, 0. Dovzhenko, S. Bondarchuk

Sciences:

Chemistry: V. Vernadsky, V. Kistiakivsky

Medicine: 0. Bohomolets'

Aeronautics: O.Antonov

Space exploration: M. Kybal'chych, S. Koroliov, P.Popovych

Sports: L. Latynina, B. Shakhlin, V. Kuts
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B. LINGUISTIC BEHAVIOUR

Upon completion of LEVEL TWO, it is expected that students will be able to

demonstrate the behaviours indicated in each of the following skills and

attitudes

:

1. Listening

Improving listening and comprehension skills to the extent that

a student may understand a variety of native speakers as well as

records, tapes and films in the target language.

2

.

Speaking

Improving the speaking skills to enable the student to function

effectively and independently in a variety of life situations.

3. Reading

Improving the reading skills with the aim that the student will be

able to comprehend the essence of non-technical printed materials.

A. Writing

Improving the writing skills to the extent that a student may compose

a variety of written expressions such as letters, creative compositions,

and stories.

5. Attitudes

(a) Will seek to expand their listening skills in the Ukrainian lan-

guage through records, tapes, radio, television and films.

(b) Will overcome their initial inhibitions and speak more freely in

the Ukrainian language.

(c) Will continue to expand their interest in the printed forms of

the language by reading cartoons, newspapers, magazines and books.

(d) Will be motivated to initiate and continue correspondence to the

Ukrainian language.

(e) Will be sufficiently motivated to continue the study of the Ukrai-

nian language

.

(f) Will become more appreciative of the Ukrainian culture.
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V. SUGGESTED EXPECTATIONS FOR UKRAINIAN AT THE END OF LEVEL THREE

The curricular outline which follows is an attempt to identify
the language content to which students will be exposed during the advanced
level of language learning and to suggest the linguistic and attitudinal
behaviours expected of the student at the end of that level. This is

defined as LEVEL THREE and it should reflect a greater concern for cultu-
ral understanding and an appreciation of the Ukrainian way of life, espe-
cially as it is experienced in Canada, rather than focus exclusively on
the development of linguistic skills. Its completion should be equated
with the successful completion of the Ukrainian 31 course. Ukrainian 30
is a prerequisite or corequisite for Ukrainian 31.
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A. LANGUAGE CONTENT

The phonetic elements, structural concepts, vocabulary and cultural
items identified below are suggested as language content for a LEVEL THREE
program in Ukrainian in the secondary schools of Alberta. The concepts
identified are to be mCLdtOJizd (M) to the point where students can use them
functionally in active, oral and written forms of communication.
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1 . PHONOLOGY

In addition to the phonological elements acquired at LEVEL
TWO, a student should:

a. Perfect his pronunciation focussing on individual
difficulties.

b. Recognize poetic variations in the language:
phrasing, rhythm, intonation, and word forms.



2 . STRUCTURES

All of the structural concepts Introduced at LEVEL TWO are
to be mcuteAtd (M) at LEVEL THREE. In addition, the following ex-
pansion is suggested:

Optional alternate endings such as the infinitive and the

plural imperative.
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3. VOCABULARY

Choice of instructional materials should be based on the ability,
interest and maturity of students for the purpose of developing a sensi-
tivity to the differences between spoken and written vocabulary, and
between contemporary and archaic forms, words and expressions.
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A . CULTURE

Current events are listened to, viewed, read and discussed.
Books, magazines, tapes, films and records are reference materials
which can be used directly by students.
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B. LINGUISTIC AND ATTITUDINAL BEHAVIOURS

Upon completion of LEVEL THREE, it is expected that students will
demonstrate the behaviour indicated for each of the following skills
and attitudes:

1. LISTENING

Improver' listening and comprehension skills enabling the

student to understand:

a. A variety of native speakers of different regions.

b. Understand people in a variety of social situations
such as informal conversations, public lectures and
mechanically transmitted speech.

2. SPEAKING

Improved fluency to enable the student to discuss daily
events in a variety of social situations while using
simple and more complex speech patterns.

3. READING

Improved skill in reading the press and text related to

technical and scientific subjects, without excluding
literary selections.

4. WRITING

Improved skill in written communications consistent with
the students' present and future needs.

5. ATTITUDE

Further development of attitudes acquired in LEVEL TWO for
purposes of motivating the student to accept responsibility
for maintaining and improving proficiency in the language
while integrating the cultural components of the language
into a personal value system.
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VI . EVALUATION

Evaluation should be a continuous process reflecting stated
objectives. Since the learning of a second language assumes a pro-
gression from simple to more complex behavior, the initial period
of instruction in LEVEL ONE should be primarily oral. Therefore,
students will be expected to progress from the ability to demonst-
rate oral discrimination, through verbal and motor activities which
demonstrate comprehension, to free conversation based on their range
of experiences. Included in this progression is reproduction of

modeled sounds, answers to short questions and comprehension of ori-
ginal utterances. Testing, should be based on pronunciation and
non-written expressions.

As reading and writing are added, they too will have to be

tested and thus evaluation will become more formalized. Although
listening and comprehension will still be important, students will
have to demonstrate control of written vocabulary, phonological ele-
ments and grammatical concepts. Teachers should attempt to balance
testing techniques to include recognition, comprehension, recall and
creative responses.
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VII. RECOMMENDED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

A. JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

1. Slavutych, Y. Ukrainian by the Audio-Visual
Method (Part One)""

B. SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

1 . Slavutych , Y . Ukrainian by the Audio-Visual
Method (Part One)"'

or

2. Slavutych, Y. Conversational Ukrainian
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APPENDIX I

WHY LEARN A SECOND LANGUAGE

The justification for the learning of second languages should
be predicated on a humanistic rationale rather than one which places
its emphasis on practical goals alone. The acquisition of a second
language assumes that the student who is able to communicate in that
language will have in his possession a substantial body of useful know-

ledge and skills. What is more important, however, is that he will
have developed certain attitudes and insights which are not as readily
acquired through the study of any other discipline.

Effective language learning results in the appreciation of the

values which are inherent in the behavior patterns of the people whose
language is learned. In this way, language learning becomes more than
just a means of attaining the technical skills relevant to communication,
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APPENDIX II

WHY LEARN THE UKRAINIAN LANGUAGE

The culture of the Slavic peoples has, over the centuries,
offered much to mankind in history, philosophy, art, music and lite-
rature. In pure and applied sciences an increasingly important lite-
rature is now available which can be properly reached only through a

knowledge of the Ukrainian and other Slavic languages.

The Slavic languages are distinct from and yet closely re-
lated to each other. Therefore, a person knowing Ukrainian will find
little difficulty in learning Russian, Polish, Czech, Bulgarian or
any of the other Slavic languages. When we consider that Slavic lan-
guages are spoken by nearly three hundred million persons, we realize
that the knowledge of Ukrainian can become an important key to com-
munications.

As the language of the second largest Slavic nation, Ukrai-
nian is spoken by approximately fifty million people. About forty
million live in the Ukrainian S.S.R., a large number outside of the
Ukrainian S.S.R. but still within the Soviet Union, and the others in
Central and Western Europe, Australia, Souch America, the United States
and Canada.

In Canada, according to the 1971 census, the Ukrainians form
the fifth largest ethnic group, numbering some 580,655. The large
majority is concentrated in the three Prairie provinces, where they
form approximately ten percent of the population. In the Encyclopedia
Canadiana, we read that "About 100 books and pamphlets are published
yearly while some thirty Ukrainian periodicals appear regularly". The
student of Ukrainian in Canada is, therefore, learning a language which
is used by thousands of Canadians. He will find ample opportunities
to practise speaking it with people who still use it daily for commu-
nication. He will also get to know the historical and cultural back-
ground of an important segment of the Canadian population, and so aid
in preserving national unity.
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APPENDIX III

THE ORAL NATURE OF LANGUAGE

In attempting a definition of language, one authority suggests
"...an arbitrary system or pattern of speech sounds by means of which
man imparts to others, and shares with others, his thoughts, emotions
and desires". This definition of language emphasizes its oral aspect.
From the perspective of individual acquisition of language, speaking
is of primary concern, for children first learn to communicate orally.
Historically, man first learned to talk and only much later did he
learn to write the spoken language.

In placing an emphasis on the spoken language, it seems impor-
tant for teachers to realize that initially the basic understandings in

a second language are through speech. Introducing written forms too

early hinders the development of the basic skills of hearing and spea-
king.

Simeon Potter, Languagz in the. ModeAn WoiZd, Baltimore: Penguin Books Inc.,

1960 p. 10.
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APPLUDIX IV.

THE ROLL OF DIALECTS

It is important to recognize the significance of the arbitrary
conventions of both oral and written language. Men in different lan-
guage communities have agreed on different names for the same concept
and on different sets of sounds from which these names are made. E^en
within one language community there may be considerable local (dialect)
or personal (idiolect) variation, but there remains a core which forms
the common nucleus and is used by almost all speakers of the language.
Then by mutual agreement or as a result of historical events some parti-
cular dialect is chosen as standard. (In some cases this choice is

sanctioned by an Academy of Science or a government agenc^.) In most
instances this chosen standard allows considerable latitude in personal
style and usage while at the same time ensuring mutual intelligibility.
Thus, although there is nothing in language which is inherently correct,
we must speak of the need to use language appropriately according to

the agreements governing usage in a particular language community. There-

fore, teachers and students should recognize that there are many syno-
nymous words which are acceptable in a language, although these may have
originated from different geographical sections of the homeland of the

language.

One must also be aware of foreign elements in the speech of a

community. While this problem is usually not serious in the homeland
of thp language, it may require considerable attention in those cases
where the language is spoken by a community isolated from its historical
and linguistic homeland. In such communities words an 1' constructions
ni'ht «~reep into the. language which would be unintelligible or unaccep-
table in the hisotircal homeland, even though those words and construc-
tions may be used extensively by the community in question. The teacher
and students must be aware of the foreign nature of these items for pur-
poses of learning a standard form of the language.
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